Challenge for a simple process from a very hard measurement: 
modified pQCD approach sum rule approach, ... ? end-point behavior of DA some partonic aspects can not (hardly) be addressed from inclusive and form factor measurements:
• transverse distribution of partons (not possible in inclusive measurements, since of translation invariance)
• proton spin in terms of partonic degrees of freedom (so-called spin puzzle)
proton spin in terms of partonic degrees of freedom (so called spin puzzle)
yielding the sum rule: 
GPDs embed non-perturbative physics
GPDs appear in various hard exclusive processes,
e.g., hard electroproduction of photons (DVCS) • effective Regge behavior (from phenomenology) at small x; unknown h-dependence
• evolution depends on the GPD shape at least four phenomenological important GPDs for each parton
• reduction to PDFs:
GPD-constraints:
• generalized form factor sum rules, e.g.:
(polynomiality, GPD support property)
• positivity constraints (valid at LO) [P. Pobylitsa 02]
(strongly constraining variable interplay in the outer region)
A partonic duality interpretation 
.
CFF

GPD
Can one `measure' GPDs?
• CFF given as GPD convolution: 
access to the GPD on the cross-over line h = x (at LO ) 
Modeling & Evolution
( , /y, s (μ)) (y, , μ ) net contribution of outer + central region is h outer + central region is governed by a sum rule: 
